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SUMMARY: (10 pt) 

From 1970-2007 the Fujita Scale (F-Scale), developed by Dr. Tetsuya Fujita (1971, 1973), was widely used to rate 

the intensity of tornadoes. The Enhanced Fujita Scale (EF-Scale) was introduced in 2006 (WSEC, 2006) and became 

widely used in the United States and elsewhere in 2007. While the EF-Scale brought many improvements, there were 

still wide variations in assigned EF-ratings in the US’s Storm Data record (Edwards et al., 2013), and a revision was 

recommended (Kuligowski et al. 2014). 

 

In 2015, the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)/Structural Engineering Institute (SEI) and the American 

Meteorological Society (AMS) undertook an effort to develop a consensus standard for tornado wind speed estimation, 

which will officially standardize the EF-Scale, among other methods. This paper describes the proposed EF-Scale 

modifications in detail and provides an overview of, and comparison with, the recently-developed International Fujita 

(IF) Scale (IF-Scale Steering Group, 2018). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Fujita Scale 

Fujita (1971, 1973, 1981) developed the Fujita-Scale (or F-Scale) to rate wind damage to buildings 

caused by tornadoes, hurricanes, and straight-line winds and it became the benchmark to rate 

tornado damage in the United States and elsewhere and is still used today in parts of Europe. 

It is a subjective, visual interpretation of the severity of damage, which assigns a numerical value 

ranging from 0 to 5 based on increasing severity of damage primarily to “well-constructed” or 

“strong” wood-framed houses. The F-Scale represents the “fastest 1/4-mile speed”. 



 

 

Engineering assessments of tornado damage by Minor et al. (1977) questioned the accuracy of the 

empirical F-Scale wind speeds, especially above 125 mph (56 m s-1). Grazulis (1993) noted that 

the single-paragraph descriptions of damage given by F-Scale were vague and limited in scope. 

Doswell and Burgess (1988) noted that building damage and tornado intensity are related but not 

correlated perfectly. Fujita (1992) recognized that residences were not homogeneously 

constructed, and he devised corrections to compensate for assigning F-Scale ratings. During their 

damage survey of the Jarrell, Texas tornado, Phan and Simiu (1998) determined that high-speed 

winds of longer duration resulted in greater damage to residences. 

 

1.2. Enhanced Fujita Scale 

Although the F-Scale had been used by NWS and the scientific community for several decades, 

the limitations led to inconsistent ratings and, in some cases, overestimations of tornado wind 

speeds. By contrast, if a tornado did not strike a building, it was not rated, leading to underestimates 

of tornado hazards. A steering committee was organized by researchers at Texas Tech University 

to re-examine the F-Scale, revise it where necessary, and attempt to develop a consensus between 

the meteorological and engineering communities (McDonald and Mehta, 2001; Mehta, 2013). 

There were no published studies where wind speed measurements were collected right at a 

damaged building. Thus, in development of the new scale, a panel of wind damage experts met in 

2001 and assigned failure wind speed ranges to various “Degrees of Damage” (DoD) for 28 

“Damage Indicators” (DIs) (Mehta, 2013), in a process, known as expert elicitation (SSHAC, 

1997). The resulting Enhanced Fujita (EF-) Scale (WSEC, 2006) was based on a three-second gust, 

at 10 m above ground, in open, unobstructed terrain. 

 

The 2006 EF-Scale addressed some of the major limitations of the original F-Scale, while at the 

same time preserved the same six damage categories, although with much lower wind speeds at 

the higher categories. It included various building types with failure wind speed ranges depending 

on the quality of building construction. However, while users of the 2006 EF-Scale can vary wind 

speeds within the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) speeds for a given DI and DoD, there 

is no information on wind resistance characteristics to inform this decision-making. 

 

Challenges still remain in rating the strength of tornadoes in open country when no damage occurs, 

and in addressing wind duration. Furthermore, the science behind the tree DIs in the 2006 EF-

Scale was not well-developed, and wind speed estimates from tree DIs did not agree with those 

from building DIs (Blanchard, 2013). There have been specific requests for new DIs to be created, 

especially in rural areas where building DIs are not common, and adding additional guidance, 

including example DoD photographs (Kuligowski et al. 2014). 

 

 

2. RECENT EFFORTS TO CREATE UPDATED RATING SCALES 

Many countries adopted the EF-Scale when it was introduced, while others continued using the F-

Scale. In 2013, Canada introduced a version of the EF-Scale with minor revisions to better suit the 

Canadian context (Environment Canada, 2013). In 2015, Japan introduced the Japanese EF-Scale 

to better account for their buildings and structure types (JMA, 2015). Two additional efforts for 

revised ratings rating scales are currently underway. 

 

 



 

 

2.1. Development of an ASCE/SEI/AMS Wind Speed Estimation Standard 

In 2010, an informal stakeholders’ meeting of EF-Scale users and parties was organized in 

Norman, OK (Edwards et al. 2013). By 2015, many of the original participants and others 

undertook an effort to develop an American Society of Civil Engineers/Structural Engineering 

Institute/American Meteorological Society (ASCE/SEI/AMS) consensus standard for tornado 

wind speed estimation. The forthcoming ASCE/SEI/AMS Wind Speed Estimation standard will 

officially standardize the EF-Scale and other methods and provide a consensus process whereby 

changes can be implemented in future versions. The standard committee includes a subcommittee 

on international wind speed estimation techniques, and the leaders of the subcommittee released a 

report to the International Association of Wind Engineers in 2017 (Kopp et al., 2017). 

 

The EF-Scale chapter will preserve the 2006 EF-Scale numbers 0 through 5. It will be limited to 

tornado-caused damage, and introduce the concept of wind “resistance” of a DI, ranging from 

“weaker-than-typical” to “typical” to “stronger-than-typical” resistance. The standard will include 

an extensive commentary, additional photographs, and references for each DI. DIs which contain 

similar systems and components will have the same failure wind speeds for similar DoDs across 

DIs. Damage descriptions in the new standard will include 25% increments of damage to key 

building components and estimated failure wind speeds will be rounded to the nearest 5 mph in 

the new standard, to convey the lack of precision. A variance of 20% or greater in the expected 

failure wind speeds is also included, and a coverage probability for the wind speeds will likely be 

introduced. 

 

Additionally, some DIs will be merged. The tree DIs from the 2006 EF-Scale will be changed from 

hardwood and softwood trees to single and multiple trees in the new standard, addressing 

variability in tree type and maturity, soil conditions, etc. Since many tornadoes occur in rural areas 

with no buildings, new DIs for Center Pivot Irrigation Systems (CPIS), Wind Turbines (WT), Farm 

Silos and Grain Bins (FSGB), and Passenger Vehicles (PV) will be included in the new standard. 

Churches will be included as Religious Buildings (RB) and Classic Architecture Religious 

Buildings (CARB). Residences will be split into wood-frame (WFR) and concrete block stucco 

(CBS) construction. Many of these changes are partially adapted from the Canadian EF-Scale 

(Environment Canada 2013). 

 

2.2 Development of an International Fujita Scale 

In 2018, Groenemeijer and Holzer presented a first look at the European community’s effort to 

create an International Fujita (IF) Scale. It created generic DoDs rather DoDs based on the specific 

building practices of a single particular country. It contains 14 DIs, including Road Vehicles (V), 

Train Cars (R), Fences (F), Signs and Billboards (S), and other new DI types. It also provides a 

central wind speed value with an associated error of 30%, which results in overlapping wind speed 

ranges. 

 

 

3. SUMMARY 

This paper will review the details of the forthcoming EF-Scale chapter of ASCE/SEI/AMS Wind 

Speed Estimation standard. It will provide an overview of the current IF-Scale and a comparison 

between the two methods. 
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